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Teaching Statement

My experience with teaching statistics at NC State has taught me that intuition is highly subjective. Each stu-
dent is unique in the way they perceive and learn things and it takes patience and creativity to motivate a
varied audience. I think the key to successful statistical instruction is: establishing relevance withmotivating,
illustrative examples; empowering students with techniques and critical thinking; and, opening channels of
communication.

Statistics being a close relative of mathematics is often perceived to be dry - full of calculations and complex
proofs. A central difficulty with the subject matter is that any technique employed is not directly related to
the problem of interest. It is important to motivate what is being done and how the extra level of abstraction
helps us in reaching the goal. Relevance, I believe, is the key to learning and retention. In my experience,
students are more involved and learn better if they can relate to it and see an attached utility value. I make
it a point to inform myself of the class demographics- their majors and progress in the degree program so I
can personalize examples and homework assignments for them. In case of an interdisciplinary class I have
included activities that encourage students to research applications of statistics in either their field of work
or an area they are interested in. Students enjoy this activity in the first week of class as it helps them realize
the breadth of the subject. As a class we have come up with a big pool of applications - from astronomy to
baseball statistics, that I can then refer to throughout the semester as we focus on more technical aspects.

It is important to not only train the studentswith statistical andmathematical tools but also provide themop-
portunities to intelligently and creatively apply them. I have included discussions on open ended problems
in class to lay emphasis on the process rather than providing a recipe for answers. I like to build in a computa-
tional component intomy lectures with software available to students like StatCrunch and JMP. Studies have
shown that most undergraduate students have visual learning as their primary or secondary learning style.
Visualizing concepts with built in software applets and games helps lead students from theoretical concepts
to contextual conclusions while adding an element of fun. One of the challenges I have faced as an instructor
is to be able to effectively evaluate the learning and progress of students. My approach revolves around the
principle of scaffolding to design assignments- providing support to begin with and varying the level of chal-
lenge along the way. This helps build the confidence of students without overwhelming them initially in the
semester. While computations are the essence of the subject, it is important to come up with creative ways
of asking these questions to reinforce the importance of process and the bigger picture.

While designing course content and instruction take priority in classroom teaching, effective communica-
tion plays a key role in promoting a conducive classroom environment. I let my students know early in the
semester that their opinions are valued and eminent in deciding the course of the class whenever possible.
While emails remain our primary mode of communication, I like to be available for students through online
and in-person office hours. Building on this healthy communication, I stick by formal mid-semester teaching
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evaluations to gain insights and make changes on the go wherever possible. I have been associated with
introductory statistics courses with huge class sizes where it is easy for students to feel lost in the crowd. An
effort as little as learning and addressing themby their names during discussions has proved helpful for them
to overcome the initial anxiety and communicate freely throughout the semester.

Teaching Assignments
Fall 2017- Spring 2018: Instructor
ST 311: Introduction to Statistics (about 70 students)
I have been associated with ST 311 in different capacities over the last 4 years- a grader, the Head TA, a class-
room instructor and now a peer mentor for new graduate instructors. Having held different positions, I was
familiar of the student demographic that takes the course alongwith their expectations and challengeswhich
facilitatedmy transition to the instructor position. Since this class is a requirement formost non-mathmajors
I laid special emphasis on developing statistical intuition that would help students ascertain the credibility
of statistical reports and conclusions that surround us from news channels to academic content. Based on
feedback from my class in Fall 2017, I proposed a new layout for the course Moodle page moving from the
classic to a detailed layout that would help students make connections between consecutive weeks easily.
The new layout was later accepted as the default layout for all sections of the class.

Fall 2018: Co-instructor (with Dr. Brooke Alhanti and Dr. Cathrine Hoyo)
ST/GPH 404: Epidemiology and Statistics in Global Public Health (20 students)
This was a new class that I helped develop and co-teach as an elective for undergraduate students from the
Statistics and Biology departments. Coming in without an epidemiology background, I was in a unique po-
sition to look at this course both as a student and an instructor. My duties included but were not limited to
designing the course packet, in-class and homework assignments and exams for the statistics portion of the
class. The statistics portion of the course focused on building on the knowledge from introductory statistics
classes and covering more advanced topics. The course had a computational component where I provided
students hands-on experience with using the software JMP for exploratory and specific data analysis. They
were further provided real-life datasets to work on through homework assignments and a “Statistics Round
Table”. We also organized a film night to watch “And the band played on” which outlined identification and
response during the AIDS epidemic in 1981.

Spring 2019: Instructor
ST 370: Probability and Statistics for Engineers (72 students)
The biggest advantage I have had as a graduate instructor in statistics is the opportunity to teach diverse
student cohorts. While this is also an introductory course like ST 311, the mathematical pre-requisites for the
class allowme to teachwithmore technical depth. My favorite part this semester so far has been establishing
relevance through a video series of real-life examples. These include the use of Bayes’ theorem to find the Air
France 447 flight that went down in 2009, spam filtering for ourmailboxes and quality screening processes for
OnePlus mobile phones. I further plan to invite engineering professionals from different fields to share their
experiences involving statistics with the students.
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